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FIRST. ·M.IGRATION DAY SATURDAY
HOMECOMING PLANS
TO INCLUDE QUEEN,
GALA FLOAT DISPLAY
COUNCIL TO ELECT
QUEEN'S ESCORTS
The Homecoming Committee
this week was busy selecting a
queen from arriong the six candi' dates entered by the Evening
College. Candidates in the race
are: Rosemary Bonkamp, Betty
Kohl, Betty Bunker, Pat Riley,
Ann Klosterkemper and Marge
Williams.
Floats for the Homecoming festivities have exceeded all previous
vious expectat~ons as 14 organi, zations have announced plans to
enter tropes, Dick Geiger, festivities chairman said.
By mutual agreement of Stu· dent Council and the Military
Ball committee, there will be no
dance after the Homecoming
game. Since the Military Ball
occurs the night before Homecoming it was feared that publicizing a Homecoming dance would
sap attendance from the Ball.
The Social Committee reported

Knipper/ Heads
Relief Drive

Donald Knipper, Business Administration J'Unior, was appointed Monday by the Very Rev;
Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., . at the
recommendation of the Board of
Presidents to the position of Student Relief chairman for;the Xavier Campus.
He succeeds Charles Rubey
who last year accumulated $2,000,
as head of the Student Relief
campaign.
The quota for Xavier this year,
according to Larry Keller, chairman of the Board of Presidents,
is $6,000.
Knipper will begin work immediately in the selection of a
committee which will plan the
.activities. in which. Xavier_ students will participate.
Several events are already in
the planning stage such as a
early this week that seven mem- dance and a raffle. The activibers of Student Council will ties this year will center around
serve as escorts to the queen and
her six· attendants at the Homecoming· game on Saturday Nov.
20. The seven l!tu<Jents have not
been selected as yet, so no names
are available.

Students Attend
Annual Armistice
Mass On Campus
Xavier University's faculty and
student body celebrated the annual Armistice Day Solemn High
Mass at Xavier Memorial Fieldhowre at 9 a.m. today.
.
It is a tradition of the University to hold each year a mass in
remembrance of members of the
faculty, alumni an9ct students who
are deceased. A custom since
1919, the mass was celebrated last
year - in · St. Francis De Sales
church.
Officers for the Armistice Day
Mass.were: The Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., celebrant;
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S. J.,
deacon; Rev. J. Peter Buschmann,
S.J., sub-deacon; Rev. Robert E.
Manning, S.J., master of ceremonies; Miss Helen Gough, organist. The Rev. Joseph V. _Loftus, S. J., gave the sermon while
the Xavier University Clef Club
sang the Mass.
Following the ceremonies, the
students were dismissed for the
day.

CLEF CLUB RECORDS
Transcriptions of the songs of
Xavier as sung by the Clef Club
will go on sale in South Hall
commencing Nov. 15, according to
Al Virant, chairman of the committee for record distribution.
The record, to sell for 'lllc, in-

Donald Knipper
a two-fold program, a ·series· of
social events and. an old clothe·s
collection to benefit the war victims· of Europe and Asia.
Peter Bruse, and Jim King,
two of the students who have
benefited through the Student
Relief program and are now enrolled here,. have promised their
whole - hearted s up p o r t to
Knipper.
-------------

Peek Of Week ,t:

Council Busy
With Frosh,
Traffic Plan
Student Council in its last two
meetings has taken steps to alleviate the congested condition of
the halls and stairs in Albers'
Hall and the Library Building.
A new regulation, which is a
suggestion to the school' officials
and nbt a demand on the part of
Council, would have students going to classes use the stairs facing Victory Parkway and those
coming from classes use the stairs
facing Herald Avenue. Junior
Councilman Tom Link, who made
this proposal, remarked that some
guide for traffic has been needed
for a long time.. .Council passed
the measure nine to four; those
who djssented did so on the
grounds that the measure would
make Council look like a police
force.·
Two new faces were introduced·
to Council during the past two
weeks: Jim Keefe, who will assume his newly won position as
secretary of the sophomore class;
and Jack_ O'Lejiry, representativ.e
to Student Council from the Campus Committee.
Thirty Frosh offenders, caught
for such offenses as not· wearing
their beanies, were to appear before the Kangaroo court last week
but failed to do so. Art Ney, who
(Continued on Page 6)

Annual Election
Of Booster's Club
Set For Nov. 15-24
The Booster's Club has announced the coming election of
officers. Campaigning will begin
Nov. 15 and continue through the
24. All candidates are urged to
turn in at least two posters during their campaigns.
Candidates for office, which includes present officers, are as
follows:
Rosemary :)3onkamp,
Mary Brinkmann, Julie Geeks,
Eileen Howell, Mary Kloeker,
Kathryn Luskey, Audrey Mccafferty, Ann Sailor, Pat Voet, Larry
Barker, Walt Behler, Bob Borch-·
ers, Harold Grome, Bob Kriemer,
Vic Laporte, Harry Maly, and
Russ Weiler.
Ballots will be sent out this
week to all Booster members, who
should vote for their· choice for
office. Ballots must be turned into the office not later than Nov.
23. ~he new officers will be intraduced to the members, and installed into office on Friday, Nov.
26, at a party and dance.

Saturday, Nov. l3-"Mlsratlon
Day," Xavier vs. John Carroll, Cleveland, 1:30 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 14-Xavler Uni-. DEFERMENT BOARD
verslty Forum, Taft Auditor- IMPANELED BY ROTC
ium,
p.m.
·
A spec1a
· I b oard t o h andi e d eTuesday,8:30
Nov
•. 16-Clef
Club,
Albers Ball Lobby, '1:30 p.m. ferments of the Xavier Corps of
Thunday, Nov. ll-Clef Club, Cadets has been impaneled by
Alben Ball Lobby, 'l:OO p.m. Colonel Sidney F. Dunn, professor of Military Science and TacPhllopedlan Debatlnr Society, tics. It includes Maj. Victor L.
South Ball, 'l:IO p.m.
Boling, president: Rev. J. Peter
BF!teulty'I 1 atberlnr, Un'lon Buschmann, S.J., member: and
_ _0_us_e_,_=10
Capt. James E. Aud, recorder.

_P_.m.______

Xavier Rooters Plan Clevelancl Trek,
300 Will View Musketeer-Streak Fray ·
An estimated 300 Xavier followers will journey on a special
New York Central train to Cleveland Saturday to see the Musketeers meet John Carroll's Blue
Streaks in a night game in Shaw
Stadium.
Gene Driscoll, chairman of the
special sub~committee of the

The special train will leave
Cincinnati Saturday morning at
9 a.m. and arrive in Cleveland at
3: 15 p.m. Immediately after the
game or about 11: 50, the train
will depart and arrive in the
Union Terminal at 6: 50 Sunday
morning.
. The train arid busses will be

Bob Sehildmeyer, Jaek O'Leary, Gene Driscoll and Dick Geiger, migration committeemen, (above) enact a scene that three hundred
fans will take part in Saturday.
-Photo by Pat Gleeson
Student Council's Athletic Board,
said this week that about 100
tickets are still available, although notices of the event have
been mailed to all alumni and
parents and tickets will probably
will not last long.
Tickets include r o u n d t r i p
transportation from the Union
Terminal to Shaw Stadium via
train and bus and one ticket to
the game good for a seat between
the 35 and 50 yard lines. They
may be purchased for $14.95 at
the ticket office of the Fieldhouse,
at the New York Central ticket
agency ·in the Dixie Terminal
Building, and at Shevlin's Oyster
and Chop House, 27 E. Sixth st.

equipped with comfortable lounging chairs. Included in the train
will be a club ··car which will
serve refreshments during the
trip. Another feature will be a
separate coach for the older migrators into coaches of their own.
• The Xavier University Band
will make the trip in chartered
busses and will appear in a halftime program:
·
Driscoll expressed the hope that
this migration day could be an
annual affair in the social life
of the University. He emphasized
that the . success of this first migration would affect the policy
of the Student Council in promoting future programs.

Rapp~s

Music, Radio Broadcast
To Highlight Military Ball
T• k

R

•

IC .ets, eservatIODS
Available In South Hall

Ticket sale for the lavish Miiitary Ball at Castle Farm, Nov.
19, moved at a faster pace this
week as committeemen began
taking reservations and planning
transportation for ball-goers last
Monday in South Hall.
Military Department officials gave basic
cadets hoping
to attend the
affair a shot in
the arm when
they disclosed
that uniforms
for non~ uniMaestro
f o r m wearing
Ramey
cadets will be
Rapp
issued before
next Friday. Non-military students are invited to attend the

formal dance as well, according
to Cadet Col. Jack Dillon, committee· chairman.
A booth has been set up in
South Hall to assist those attending the "show." Committeemen Emmett Ryan, Vic Jelen and
Jack Berger will sell tickets, take
t a b 1 e reservations and aid in
procuring transportation for those
without facilities.
Highlights of the Ball will include the commissioning of the
new Honorary Cadet Col. Betty
Lang and a broadcast of festivities over a local radio station.
Barney Rapp and his New Englanders, one-time craze of the
New England states, will be on
the bandstand.
Jean Mccarren, vocalist, will
provide the lyrics -.for dancing.
and listening pleasure.
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Tivo Worlds

Rosary Cruaade Dying

MONG several features of discussion at Student Council's
most recent meeting was a warning that the Rosary
Crusade begun in Bellarmine Chapel in October is dying a
slow death from lack of student participation. Coupled with
the warning from Father Dietz, Council's moderator, was an
exhortation to Councilmen to encourage their classmen to
continue and even increase the daily storm of prayer in
Bellarmine Chapel:
.
Since he is noted in Council as one not given to raising
undue alarm l;>y way of bizarre warnings, Father Dietz' action
merits attention from each and every one of us. The purpose
of Xavier's Rosary Crusade, instigated by an alertly constructive Traditionists Club, is the raising of continual prayer
to the Blessed Virgin, Our Lady of Fatima, so that we may
do our part in fulfilling her requests at Fatima through the
Rosary.
Certainly no one holds more stake in the future than the
college student of today, and nothing threatens peaceful
security in the future so much as the clutching ideology of
Communist Russia. At Fatima, the Virgin promised conversion of Russia and world peace if the world besieged her
with prayer through the Rosary. It is hardly"amiss to wonder
what might become of Catholic college students who fail to
fulfill their part in guaranteeing the success of their future
and that of the entire world simply because they couldn't
spare the ten minutes required to pray the Rosary each day!
The Rosary Crusade is conducted every day on the half
hour from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel. The
Crusade has begun to indicate that Xavier men are not interested in the future. The more one thinks about it, the
portent of that fact becomes more and more horrifying,
doesn't it?

A

•

< ..,.

Group Plans Publicity,
News For Region Papers

F

•

The Carroll Migration

HIS week our football team is journeying up to CleveT
land to play a strong John Carroll eleven. Many students
here will probably judge the latter team on the basis of more
recent past performances against Xavier, and will be inclined
to consider this affair "a pushover". The consequent conclusion is that the players won't need our backing and that
we needn't bother going all the way up to Cleveland to see
a game the result of wh~ch some prognosticators ("wiseacres"
to you) already seem to know, supposedly.
In the first place, this opposing eleven is not going to be
a "pushover." They'll be playing in their home stadium and
will have the whole crowd cheering ·all the way for their
side (that is, unless we do something about it). Furthermore
this is the sa~e J~hn Carroll team which early in .the yea~
fought the University of Dayton almost to a standstill, losing
by only one touchdown just as Xavier did. You might retort
by saying that they were "up" for that game, and we will
counter-attack and state that they'll be "up" for this one too.
In the second place, we can do something about it in the
words of the political orators of the day. The Student Council
has arran~ed for a train e~c1;lrsion to and from the game, all
for the price of $14.95. This includes round trip train fare a
stadium ticket and bus transportation to and from the r~il
road terminal. There is no limit on the number of students
taking advantage of this migration.
Whether by train, automobile or bus, it makes no difference, so long as we be there. It's up to us to see that Xavier
is "up" for this game by our vociferous presence in Cleveland Saturday night.
.

Into Action,

RAP Reopens

Tlie Power Of The Press?

OR many years associates in the ffi!wspaper and radio
field have always believed that the "pen was mightier
than the sword."
For many months, the largest and most powerful newspapers and magazines in America took issue in editorials and
cartoons with President Harry Truman, openly predicting
the unquestionable victory of Governor Dewey of New York.
For many days, heated radio discussions from so-called
analysts from Kaltenborn to Winchell, have told the American people emphatically and without a ·doubt that Dewey
would be the next U.S. President. Opinion polls and surveys
throughout the country, and even on such campuses as Xavier University, gave Dewey a comfortable lead.
For many hours, now, a bitter pill is being swallowed by
pollsters, writers, newspaper publishers and radio commentators, due to the overwhelming victory of Harry S. Truman.
Is the power of the press so powerful?
.No matter how you voted, it is interesting to diagnose
what seems to be a public relations and public opinion
"blunder."
Perhaps we are to blame ourselves. Perhaps we have fed
the man on the street too much of our so-called "publicity."
Perhaps the radio an~ newspapers, making Truman the underdog, won for him the support and sympathy of the average American. Perhaps our ridiculing of the President's
background, his haberdashery, his simple Missouri past, boomeranged? Perhaps the American public takes our articles and
cartoons with a grain of salt because we have been handling
the truth a little carlessly in the past. Perhaps it is our fault
for betraying the sacred trust bestowed upon us, of converting our "freedom of the press' into a propaganda machine
for our publishers and for our own opinions, rather than those
reflecting the opinion of the average American? Perhaps the
pollsters, the radio commentators and newspaper wri~ers today haven't their fore-fingers on the pulse of John. Q. Public
as they thought-and perhaps it's. their own fault.
.
So, let's take a look at ourselves, get out the mirrors, and
begin to u~e our facjlities for keeping the American public
truthfully mformed of world facts free from bias and prejudice.
·

NFCCS Goes

- .

.EEHl~A
,

I'•':_#

[This "Letters to the Editor" column is for an exchange of

views and serves as an open forum for free and frank dis·
cussion oi any matters of interest to Xavier students, alumni, and friends. Letters should be limited to ~00 words,
must be signed but names will be deleted from publication if requested.]

Meyer's Radical Views
Dear Editor:
In the October 28 issue of the
News, I read in the column "This
'n' That" by Joe Meyer, one of
your so-called writers, that he
advocates sitting down during
the playing of both the National
Anthem and our school's songs.
Maybe he wants to do away with
the songs altogether. This in itself could be all right I· guess, if
we had no legs. Meyer even goes
so far as to say that we, the students, are tired. Maybe we sho~ld
all give up and go home!
I hope that the views of this
columnist are not the views of
the paper, even though it allowed
publication of the article. I hope
that the proper authorities. will
endeavor to prevent the future
publication of such radical views.
Thomas J.. Link,
Junior
Ed. Note: It should be noted

that under the masthead of each
issue of the "News" "the views
and opinions expressed by various feature writers, columnists
and guest writers do not necessarily express the official opinions" of the· newspaper.

• • •

Columnist Questioned

'

Red Cross

Dear Editor:
May I thank the boys of Xavier University for their generous
performances g i v e n . without
charge for our disabled veterans
at the Ft. Thomas Hospital. The
boys gave a wonderful show and
the men of course, loved it. Will
you thank the lads for me, the
Red Cross and Ft. Thomas VA
Hospital and tell them how deeply we appreciate their help.
Mrs. George Bunker
Chairman Entertainment
American Red Cross

Ed. ~ote: Cheers to sophomores
Don Steltenkamp and Al Lauschke for giving their time and talent for. a worthy cause.

Alchemysts Meet

The NFCCS'ers · are really on
the go. There is no question about
that as ·a look at the recently
begun .. activities indicates.
The Cincinnati region of the
NFCCS will initiate a regional
press release service on Dec. 2
headed by Dick Hartigan, Xavier
NFCCS publicity director. The
idea came out of the Press panel
discussion of the regional convention held here at Xavier, Oct.
23, and was passed at the Regional Council meeting the next
day.
News will .be gathered from
student publications sent to Xavier :from the 10 schools in the
reg~.on and sent out once a month
for reprint. The service is expected to give student publications a greater reader appeal with
news of other schools appearing
together with local campus news.
A two page spread of regional
and national NFCCS news· is
slated to appear in the Xavier
News Nov; 18 edition, the first
of a series which will run individually in each student publication throughout the year.
This edition of the News will be
sent to each school in the region,
and, perhaps, to each campus in
the country.
The Radio Acceptance Poll,
under the direction of Milt Partridge, regional RAP director, is
in full swing. Milt has announced
that Don Meyer, Frank Kramer
and John Connelly are working
with him in this project of Catholic Action. The response of the
students, according to Milt, has
been rather slow so far this year,
but he expects a greater number
of the students to take the ballots, listen and turn them in.
Senior Delegate Larry Keller
presided over the third meeting
of the Board of Presidents last
Wednesday, Nov. 3. At this meeting the members decided on assuming the negative side of the
current debate topic that statesupported schools receive Federal aid, and that this would be
the policy of Xavier for the
current debate-year.
John Lynch, National Student
Relief Director from Notre Dame,
was in town over the weekend to
confer with Relief Chairman from
our Lady of Cincinnati, Mt. St.
Joseph, and Xavier.

The Alchemyst Club held its
first soCial meeting of the year - - - - - - - - - - - - Tuesday evening in Room 47. Dr.
Library Stairway
E. Salee, chemist for Proctor and
During l'Usb boon In the
Gamble, spoke on "The TechnolLibrary Building t be main
ogy of Soap."
The group held a discussion stairway is to be. used down
following the address under the only from the upstatn clasldirection of Dr. Nobis, moderator. roo11111 and the rear stairway is
After the meeting, refreshments to· be used up only to the upstairs .classrooms.
w·ere served.

itautrr Jtniurrsity . N-rms

Dear Editor,
University, N0Ve1J1ber 11, 1948, weekly except during vacation period Vol.
In the October 21 issue of the Xavier
XXXIIJ, No. 8, Xavier University, Hamilton County, Cincinnati, Ohio, Evanston,
1.50 per year. Entered as second class matter October 4 1946 at the Post
Xavier University News I 'notice
Office at Cincinnati, Ohio, under the Act of March 3, 1819.
that Al Moser in His column
lab1e~lptloa •1.110 per T._•
"Down Front" recommends the
stage show "Annie Get Your
Member
Gun."
.Associated Collestate Preu
The Catholic Telegraph-RegisThe Catholic School Press Au'n.
ter, which carries a weekly list
of motion pictures classified by
Intercollegiate Colle1e Prell
the Legion of Decency, and some
·Ohio College Newspaper Au'n.
of the stage shows, lists this play
as objectionable in part.
Editor-In-Chief
•
111anaslns Edltor:"'"'"''""':"'""''"""""'"""""""""""""'""'"""'""'"'"""""""'Blebard E. Beakel, t9
_Don't you think it's rather out BualneH
1'fanaser ............................................................................Lo•I• Bunalnir, 'llO
...........................................................................1.........JerrT Halloran
of line with the true spirit of Sport• Editor
Edlt;;r~"""""'""'""'"'"'"'""'""'""""'"""'""'"""'"'""'""'"'""'""'""'"'"""''"'"""oaeph 111'9"er, .Jr.
Catholic Action for 'a paper is- AHoelate
Evenln Colle e Eiii"t'""""'"""""'"""""""'"""'v. Charlea Lanir, 'llO, .John Waddell, •ta
Alumnf nualn:.a Man::er""'"""""'""""""'""""""""'""""""""""""""'"'""""Uarll:rn Rllv~H
sued by a fine Catholic School FaciuU:r
Edltorlal Advlaor .................................................................John D, .Jeffre, 85
like Xavier to recommend a B Fuuu,. ·Dlrecta
........................................ Bev. ,Vietor C, IHeehaehalte, 8.J.
r ........................;........................................... l'rof, oloNpb Link, .Jr., •as
show?
(Thd vlewat and opinion• •• expreaaed b:r varlou1 felltme wrlten, e ..umnl•t•
M.A. z;,~ • 0 ev writer. do not -•arll:r . .,,..,.. Che olflelal opinions af Che
1
1
A former Bveninc eo-e4
thev .~;.-;,v:~'~•".~":!~:=:) Hatter. ol ofllelal aat•r• appeulns la
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Regulations For Defer~ent
Xavier Chimes Masque Society Selects Dates
Of ROTC Members Explained To 'Ring Out' Fo1· Forthco~ing Production
.

By George Re1ing

To be eligible for deferment
until the completion of their.
academic training, students enrolled in Reserve Officers Training Corps units must remain in
good standing in both their academic and military courses or
face "greetings," according to
Army depariment officials.
Further requirements are that
the students must demonstrate
proper and sufficient aptitude and
leadership characteristics to qualify them for a commissioned appointment, and must attend a
summer c a m p for specialized

training when ordered by competent authority, according to
an official release.
In addition, they are required
to sign .an agreement to accept
a commission in a component of
the Army or the Air Force, and
to serve not less than two years
on active duty as an officer, subject to call by the unit in. which
they receive their commission.
Advanced ROTC .students enrolled before June 24, 1948, and in
good standing in their academic
and military courses will be .deferred until completion of their
college course.

Xa'f?ier's Top Twirler Member
Of Star Performing Family
By George Lampe
Drum majors ·come, and· drum
majors go, but the fellows who do
the tricks with those silver sticks
are a scarce commodity that is at
a premium in the Queen C i t y
these days. The Wall Street
big Shots in regards to twirling
stock seem to be Mr. and Mrs.
George Buttelwerth, who have a
corner on the market in the per~ons of six experienced ·twiders
and four potentials.
Half time pride and joy of Xav-

is. his petite sister, Donna, whose
amazing antics at Xavier Stadium
have wowed the fans.
Under the e:icpert guidance of
her big brother, Donna is fast on
her way to gaining professional
form. A high-stepping,· smoothtwirling little show stopper, Donna had every eye in the stadium
on her as she strutted along with
the band. At ithe ripe old age of
six she is twirling two batons
like the e:icper.t she soon will be.
"Prac_~ice makes .perfect," the

Once Again

The old Xavier chimes in St.
Xavier Church, former College
church, rang out for over eighty
years, and Xavier men bowed
their heads at Angelus, and fol·
lowed the call to Mass. When the
college moved to the new campus
in Avondale, Xavier chimes still
rang in Xavier men's hearts, and
one of their traditional ·songs
became "Xavier Chimes". Butthe newer generation of Xavier
men had to rally around the
memory of the song. Now, a new
set of carillonic chimes are to be
installed at Xavier to bring the
living voice of the chimes back
to the campus for this and for
the future generations of students
to hear and cherish and sing
about.
The new Xavier chimes, secured by the Alumni Association
after a two month drive for
funds, will ring out for the first
time at the Homecoming game
with Marshal College on Saturday, Nov. 20. Helen Gough, organist, will play Xavier's traditional songs on the chimes which
will be temporarily installed on
one of the light towers for the
game, and later will be permanently installed in the Walter
Seton Schmidt Library Building.
The chimes, which will have
a 25-note keyboard, will also possibly have an Angelus attachment and a device to strike the
bells every hour on the hour.
The selection of the chimes
was made by members of the
Chimes committee from t h e
Board of Governors of the Alumni Association after recordings
had been made during a trip to
Pittsburgh and Chicaio, and had
been played before members of
the faculty and the student body
for approval and choice of selections.

'X' -Students Help
At Atom Show
A dozen students majoring in
the fields of physics and mathematics are assisting in the atomic
energy exhibit at Music Hall that
began last· Tuesday and runs
through Nov. 21.
The show, "Man and the Atom,"
portrays phases in the production of atomic energy. Evanston
campus students will act as guides
and explain the "what and why"
behind the showing.

Sue Fisher and Joanne O'Connell, will portray the roles of
Mary Seaton and Mary Beaton, ladies-in-wating to Queen Mary
of Scotland, in the Masque Society's forthcoming production,
"Mary of Scotland." Both girls are students at the Evening Colle,e.
Production dates for the Masque panion ticket for 55 cents. There
Society's presentation of Mary will be no reserved seats.
of Scotland have been set, acThe Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
cording to Walter Whalen, presi- S.J., dean of the College of Libdent. Performances will be given eral Arts, has accepted the posiSaturday, Sunday, Monday, and tion of spiritual director for the
Tuesday evenings, Dec. 11, 12, group. He will officiate at the
13 and 14.
Mass and Communion breakfast
A matinee will be presented that precedes every production,
for members of the various re- in addition to approving the plays
ligious orders and the clergy, selected for presentation.
The Masque Society, under the
Saturday afternoon, Dec. 11.
All tickets will be $1.20. Stu- direction of Victor L. Dial, is holddents, by virtue of their activity ing four rehearsals weekly in
books, will be admitted free and preparation for their · opening
be allowed to purchase a com- production.
----------------------------

Jobs Available
For College Men
During Holidays
The Cincinnati office of the
Ohio State Employ,ment Service
has job openings totalling 3,500
for students interested in working during the pre - Christmas
rush, according to Hildeburn
Jones, manager.
Jones urged all Xavier men
interested in a part-time job to
register with the employment
office located at 1017 Elm street.
"We have seasonal openings
for delivery, mail, stock and sales
clerks, and we are anxious to
find interested and qualified applicants to fill these jobs," said
Jones.
Approximately 600 of these
jobs are for full time workers;
others are for a half day, six
day week; and some, two days
weekly. Several sales jobs are
for Saturday only, and others
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

LOUISVILLE SMOKER

Econ Club Elects
Kreimer President
At First Meeting
Rudy Kreimer was elected
president of the Economics Club
at their initial meeting of the
year held Thursday, Nov. 4, in
the Union House, according to
Mr. Edward J. Murray, faculty
moderator.
Other officers include Art Nocheck as vice-president, and Ed
Kelley as secretary-treasurer.
Business handled at the meeting included an outline of the
purposes of the club by .Murray,
the choice of the first Thursday
of each month as the meeting
date, and the appointment of an
·executive committee by Kreimer.
Members of the committee are
Paul Oberlin, Louis Younger and
Robert Beiting.
...._......_..,..,..,...........-..............-..............,..._ _,._-r.

~

FOUR DAYS ONLY
NOV. 17-20
Laurence Olivier in

"HENRY V"

In Technicolor
Students from the Louisville Continuous performances daily
are!l at the Evanston campus will from 2 p.m. Special student
First Year Club To Meet assemble in Room 108, Monday at and faculty discount. 60c at all
Downtown Wednesday 1:25 p.m. for a meeting relative times.
The First Year Club of the to the Thanksgiving Smoker to
HYDE PARK THEATRE
HYDE PARK SQUARE
Evening C o 11 e g e will meet be held in Louisville sponsored
Wednesday, Nov. 17, at 8 p.m. and by the XU Club of Louisville.
invites all freshmen of the downtown campus to join its ranks.
Brother Harry-Sister Donna
The club is strictly a social orier University, Harry Buttle- saying goes, and the 15 .. hours of ganization whose main function
werth, is number one himself practice per week (ten alone and is to promote social activities and
among his twirling family (and five with his sister), coupled with friendship among its members.
tops in our book over any twir- the 30 odd hours of teaching,
Business and social meetings
which may be included as prac- are held twice a month in the
ler· we have seen to date).
We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable
"Oh, about 12 years ago, I tice, have made Xavier's star fourth floor auditorium on the
microscopes for sale. These are all new, In original earguess," was Mr. Buttlewerth's twirler just about that.
downtown campus.
tons and are offered at a fraction of original cost.
answer to the question concerning - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Specifications: Overall height 8 Inches, turret with
the advent of his career with the
three
different powers. Will accept auxiliary eye-piece for
spinning bato¥, and among the
For
· higher powers desired. Fully adjustable on tiltbaek base.
many students' of twirling he has
GOOD TASTE
, Optical system: pitch-polished lenses.
taught, he numbers himself foreGOOD HEALTH
most in the chronological order,
These portable microscopes are offered subject to
saying that he just picked it up
prior sale on the following terms: Price $9.00, Includes
.by fooling around.
shlppln' and packing charges. Check or money order
The silver sticks have .paid· off
should be sent with your order or $2.50 deposit, the micfor Harry, netting him two scholroscope to be sent C.O.D. for balance. Any check received
arships and a top prize in the
after quantity has been sold will be retumed promptly.
state twirling contest, copping the
latter. when he went into state
competition a8 a member of the
Wesley J. Werner Drum and
•
Dealers In War Surplus
BOX 1130, ROCHESTER, 2, N. Y.
Bugle
Corps.
_,... Giving brother Harry a real
, ..
.....
._,

r,::=:=:==:=:=::=:=:=:==::==::==:=::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:;i

SURPLUS
Portable Mi.croscopes

a

:&
••rcL ·-·

battle for family twirlin1 honors - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Gibson Page Co. Inc.
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Qu~ntico Wins

Streali. Eleven
Up Fo1~ Blue;
X Is Underdog

In Mud Battle
By 26-15 Score

Clevelanders Will Field
Offensively Minded Crew

McQuade's Passes Click;
Marine's Bartos Is Star

By Ray Sullivan

The Blue Streaks of John Carroll university will be out to
break the most consistent jinx in
their football history when they
tangle with Xavier's Musketeers
at Shaw Stadium in Cleveland,
Saturday. It will be a nocturnal
affair beginning at 8: 30 p.m. The
Streaks in nine previous games
with the Big Blue have failed to
win, their best effort being a
19 to 19 deadlock in 1922.
Boasting one of the finest offensive aggregations in this section of the country in '47, Carroll
was fourth among the smaller
colleges in total points, scoring
209 as against 125 by 1 their opponents. Their lone shutout came
at the hands of the Musketeers
who trounced them 19 to 0, due
to the excellent passing of Bob
McQuade and the superb play
of the Xavier forward wall.
Veteran Team
Carroll has a veteren eleven
which is built around the passing
of Bob Kilgoyle, who also does
the punting and handles the ball
in Coach Herd Eisele's T formation:-Kilfoyle pitched 11 TD passes last season and was given
honorable mention on the All
Ohio team. Though he was nothing short of sensational last fall,
the big junior is being hard
pressed for his job by Rudy
Schaffer, a promising sophomore.
C a r 1 Taseff, 170-pound JC
fullback, is one of the trickiest
runners in the state, and so far
this year the sophomer has. averaged seven yards per try.
. Though an official lineup has
not yet been given, it will probably include the same men who
get the nod each Saturday. At
the flanks will be speedy Ned
Janiak, and Roman Conti, a prize
fighter in the off season. Alex
Aurilo, and Sid Holowenko, a
225-pounder, will hold down the
guard positions. Bill Eline, a parexcellent line backer, will open
at the pivot.
Starting Backfield
In the backfield, Bob Kilfoyle
will h and 1 e the quarterback
duties, while Don Schula and Jim
Moran fill the halfback slots. Carl
Taseff, the sophomore sensation,
will be the starting fullback when
the game gets under way.
The Carroll-men, thus far, possess a record of five wins, one
loss, and a tie. They have not
been beaten since they dropped
their opener to Dayton. X will
be seeking its fifth win for the
third straight week. The Big
Blue has lost four.

John Carroll '47
Crew Won Six, Lost
Three, Beaten By X
Saturday night's opposition for
the Musketeers, John Carroll
university, Cleveland, 0., won
six games last season while dropping three. The Blue Streaks defeated Wooster, Toledo, BaldwinWallace, Case Tech, Niagra and
Akron, and bowed to Kent State,
Youngstown and Xavier. The
Musketeers took John Carroll's
measure in the third game of the
season last year, 21-0.
John Carroll scored 209 points
to 125 for its opponents in the
nine games.
.John Carroll
39
35

o

28
26
7

41
2

31

Wooster
Toledo
Xavier
Baldwin-Wallace
Case Tech
Kent State
Nlagra
Youngstown
Akron

Opponents
0

14
19
19

6
26
26
13
0

°''MAN SC:tfEl>Ul.E
aifS'

By Jim Ras/eld

t~NPS jjOME-rt>L>Gtf

On a field of quagmfre, esti~ OU" L.t\0'5 FROM TIMI 1'bi\M'6 mated by the Athletic Department to be four inches deep, the
Quantico Marines launched an
amphibious assault which kept
the Musketeers submerged most
of the game, and they had the
situation well in hand when the
contest ended, being on the ·long
end of the 26-15 count. The teams
played most of the way through
a misting rain, while 8000 fans
1JuT TttE MUC3k•E
braved the wind and the elements
to
watch the encounter in Xavier
'BoUNC!S OFFTtfE RoPE5
Stadium, last Saturday.
ANO COMES 9ACK lbUGHE~
The Big Blue drew first blood,
when, in the first stanza, Frank
TilAN. EVEtl I
Glade. substitute end, blocked a
Quantico punt on the opponents
10 and the ball rolled through
the end zone for a safety, giving
X two easy points. But the Musketeers couldn't stand prosperity,
for on the next play, Donahoe,
Marine player-coach, kicking off
from his own 20, booted the pigskin into the home team's end
TOMMY MUSSIO AND
Milostan placed the bal on the zone and quickly ran down field
The 1948 edition of Xavier's
BOB
FINNELL
SCORE
up-stater's 9. Don Jung picked to pounce on the free ball, while
Musketeers, presently boasting a
record of four victories as against
Continuing t h e i r policy of up an easy six off left tackle, and several befuddled Xavier men
four setbacks or an even .500 in avenging their varsity bretheren's Finnell terminated th e drive looked on.
McQuade To O'Brien
percentage points, continues to defeats, the Musketeer frosh shof when he hit the right side for the
lead its opponents, but by a very down the Dayton Flyer yearlings score. His conversion was good
Early in the second quarter,
after an exchange of punts, Bill
slim margin, having racked up 13-0 Monday night in the Gem and the .Wulkmen led 7-0.
152 markers to 143 by the opposi- City, and rounded out their three
Davis toted the leather twelve
Mussio Stars
yards to the Maroon 28. At this
tion.
game schedule with a clean slate.
Late in the second quarter, afThe Big Blue's elusive fullback, Freshman Coach, Ned Wulk, un- ter Hoffman snagged a Gilmartin point McQuade uncorked a pass
Jimmy Liber, has forged into the leashed a horde of rabbit-like aerial on the Dayton 5, the year- to Hugh O'Brien for a touchscoring lead with 25 points, just backs behind a fast charging line lings missed the boat when they down. Keefe converted and X
edging All-Ohio end, Jim De- and this combination was a little drew a fifteen yard shoving pen- took the lead 9-6. But the LeathFranco, who has garnered 24 too much for the Dayton boys to alty. After a few short gains, ~he ernecks bounced right back when
Bob Scott intercepted a Blue
handle.
tallies ..
X-men lost the ball on downs.
aerial and returned it to the
Bob M c Q u ad e, air minded
Crisp blocking and bone crushIn the third period a se~ond Musketeer 24 yard marker. BarMusketeer quarterback, added ing defensive play, which threw
X drive stalled when \the frosh tos swept the right end for
two more touchdown passes in the Flyer frosh for a minus rush:- developed fumbleitis and lost the
the Quantico game to swell his ing total, were the bright spots ball on the Flyer 8. But in the eleven yards and a first down.
season's total to nine. Tom Bo- in an otherwise dull contest. The fourth stanza, little Tom Mussio, On the very next play, Flores
connected with Bernie Kaasman
hannon, sophomore field general, score could easily have been 26broke the jinx by scooting around in the end zone for a touchdown.
has thrown two TD passes to date. 0, but two bad breaks squelched
right end, 29 yards for the final Score: Q. M. 12, X 9.
Odd footed place kicker Gerry drives within the Dayton ten yard tally. Finnell's kick was wide,
Just before the end of the first
Keefe has managed to split the line.
and after a few desperation pass- half, Jim DeFranco out-faked
uprights 10 times.
es by the Dayton Small Fry, the the M a r o o n secondary and
Finnell Scores
The total individual record:
Bob Finnell rammed the first game ended with the Little Blue snagged a McQuade pass on the
TD
PAT TOT
score across from the three yard on the long end of the 13-0 count. Quantico 15. Liber sliced through
Liber .............................. 4
1
25
DeFranco ...................... 4
0
24
line on X's first offensive opporfor seven, but here the Marines
X Line Great
Conway ........................ 3
0
18
tunity. The drive started from
stiffened and took over on downs.
O'Brien .......................... 3
O
18
Led
by
Tito
Carinci,
who
turnDavis .............................. 2
o
12
the opponents 31 yard stripe af- in his usual stellar performance,
After . Glade's kickoff had opHirth .............................. 2
0
12
ter Finnell had returned Dupre's and "Tiny" Hoffman, who made ened the third period, Bartos, the
Keefe .............................. 0
10
10
Glade .............................. 1
0
s•
punt from X's 47 o that point. his finest showing to date, the Leathernecks nifty halfback, took
McQuade ...................... 1
1
7
Squcrl, Hardy, and Crowe have one Several plunges through the line Frosh line was almost impentra- a 40 .yard pass from Flores and
touchdown each.
coupled with a quick shot down ble. Jim Ausdenmore, Frank Mil- galloped . to the X 13. But the
•Frank Glade scored a safety in the
the middle from Gilmartin to ostan, John Bali, and underrated Kluska-men, fighting gamely, dug
Quantico game.
Ken Robinson also sparkled in in, and the visitors were unable
the outstanding defensive show to score. They were not to be
denied however, for a few minof the yearling line.
utes later, Bartos snagged another
Flores aerial, this time for 35
yards and the TD. Abraham bootROECKERS, HOFFMAN
ed the point and the Marines led
dashed 33 yards for Miami's lone
19-9.
STANDOUT FOR BLUE marker of the day. Braugher conMcQuade To Liber
Our yearlings won their second verted, and th~ score was Xavier
game in as many starts by de- 13, Miami 7. The determined boys
With only fifteen minutes left
feating the Miami frosh, 33-7 from Xavier bounced back and
Miami's Redskins tasted defeat in the game the Musketeers
Completely outclassing and out- scored on a 20 yard run by Fin- for the first time in two years buckled down, and after taking
playing their opponents, the Xa- nell, which climaxed a 60 yard when the Dayton Flyers upset the kickoff, marched straight
vierites, scoring in every period, march. Finnell split the uprights them last Saturday. A last quarter down the field for a score. Mcpiled up 277 yards on the ground for the extra point. The Baby pass from Ed Toscanni to Art Quade's three yard pass to Liber
compared to a minus 27 yards Blue scored a few seconds later Bok was the payoff. Miami, who climaxed the drive.
for Miami.
when Carinci · blocked a Miami last met defeat at the hands of
Toward the end of the game,
The boys in blue started the punt in the end ;one which was the University of Cincinnati, Dick Ambrogi, a former Naval
scoring early when Gilmartin recovered by l'Jlilostan for the Thanksgiving Day, '46, had won Academy player, brought the
passed to Hoffman in the-a. end TD. Finnell once again booted 16 games, maned only by ties to crowd to its feet° when he raced
zone. Finnell's attempt for the the point. The last touchdown Xavier in '47 and Virginia this 59 yards on a naked reverse to
extra point was blocked. The was the most spectacular offen.;. fall.
the Blue one yard stripe, only to
next score came as Tito Carinci, sive play of the day. Swent, XaJim Howe's last minute touch- have the play nullified by a
ace linebacker for the Baby Blue vier halfback, raced 33 yards be- down gave Kentucky a 13-13 tie roughing penalty. Minutes later
Battalion, intercepted a Redskin fore being brought down from with Villanova.
however, Quantico was again in•
pass and raced 19 yards to score. behind on the Miami 30. Roeckers
The Hurricans of Miami (Fla.) scoring position on the X 13 by
Roeckers ran the extra point then passed to' Mooney on the rolled over UC, 36-6, while West- virtue of an intercepted pass. On
after a bad pass from center.
ten. With just 30 seconds remain- ern Michigan humbled hapless the next play Bartos took a pitchPont Scores For MU
ing in the game, Roeckers faded Butler 20-7. John Carroll, Sat- out from Flores and threw down
Miami kicked to Xavier at the to pass. Unable to sight a re- urday's foe, eased by Marshall the middle to Smith who crossed
start of the second half. On the ciever, he lugged · the ball and with a 20-6 victory. Louisville into pay dirt untouched. Abrathird play from scrimmage Jack about four Miami players across romped over Catawba, 33-21, ham again converted, and the
Pont, Miami halfback, picked a the goal. The attempt for the _w h i 1 e Evansville was edging final score was Quantico 26 XaXavier pass out of the air and point failed.
Eastern Kentucky '1-0.
vier 15.

I

Liber, DeFranco
Lead X Scorers,
McQuade Stars

BABY BLUE TRA.MPLES
FLYER YEARLINGS 13-0

TITO CARINCI STARS AS
FROSH TRIM PAPOOSES

Flyers Edge Miami,
Win Streak Broken;
UC Loses, UK Tied
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and destroy it. Thus there will be
no passing of equipment from
one person to another because
each student who does not pick
up his slip will be billed for the
missing article. Boys will definitely not be permitted to remove
anything from the fieldhouse and
keep it over night. ·

lntramrirals

Baskets Arrive, Footl1all Out;

THIS 'n' T ff AT HQop Sport To Begin Program
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By }tick Scliroetler

James DeFranco, the greatest defensive end in the midwest and
The intramural athletic program here at Xavier is slowly
finest football player to attend this University in many a year, will
Football Dropped
but surely taking form, and at present appears likely to be
undoubtedly be All Ohio and should receive All American mention.
To
insure
a reasonable amount
This editor has nominated DeFranco for Collier's All American six one of the best in this school's history. Much credit should be of order there will be signs
given to William Feldhaus, director of physical education, around the basket room and in
consecutive weeks.
•
who has and still is working tirelessly to.bring about an or- the small gym to designate where
Passing, for and against, is the Musketeer number one diffi- ganized and well balanced pro- a basket number and lock which certain things are to be kept.
culty. With a good thrower like McQuade, good catchers like De- ject.
In regard to actual intramural
Franco, O'Brien, Martinkovic, and, until recently, Hardy, Xavier's
The basket shipment from he will keep for the remainder competition, because of the conair attack should be nearly invincible. The trouble: no protection Shiner, Texas, which hrld been de- of the school year. He will be
dition of the fields which are
for the passer. In the Quantico game McQuade had time to set him- layed for so long, has at last ar- .able to draw his gear from the
very conducive to injuries, comself, consequently he threw better passes.
rived and the intramural equip- cage any time between the hours petitive football will be dropped.
•
• •
ment cage on the second floor of of 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. Each time Therefore, with the arrival of
Downfield blocking on the part of the Blue and White has been the fieldhouse is almost ready for
the basketball season, the intraa student wishes to work out he
extremely poor of late. When a lineman·has a block to make in the business.
school athletic program will get
secondary he should make ·that block without looking back to see
When things do begin to func- will be issued a towel at a rental under way.
where the ball carrier is. The man with the pigskin will run; all the tion, each student will be issued fee of five cents. Such a nominblocker has to do is block.
al sum will barely take care of
"'
the cost of keeping the towels
Spike Helmers played his greatest games against Dayton and
clean. There will be a charge of
MIKE'S
Quantico. With Hel~ers on offense the Musketeer attack seemed to
one dollar for the loss of a towel,
click better on his side of the line.
BARBER SHOP
and the names of the students
who
lose
them
will
be
recorded.
The mighty mites, Ballaban and Duff, always play good footCleanay & Montgomery Rds.
ball but seldom get good writeups. From the press box they look
University of Dayton Flyers
Sign For Equipment
Haircutting
as if they are enjoying themselves tremendously, specially when continued their post-war superiAccording to Feldhaus, any stu'J5c
crashing into 225 pound linemen or butting heads with hefty full- ority over Xavier, defeating the dent who draws some article of
backs.
Musketeers on Oct. 23 for the intramural equipment from the
A few squares east
"'
third straight year. The Flyers basket room will have to sign for
of the Barracks
Head Coach Bob McQuade and his assistants, Jim DeFranco. and broke fullback Ray Janaszak it. Upon returning said article, he
Tom Ballaban, are whipping the Xavier News football team into loose on the first play of the will pick up the charge-out slip
some semblance of shape for their annual conflict with the Mer- fourth quarter to race 74 yards
maid Tavern eleven. McQuade, who has already removed the cry- for a touchdown and a 7-0 Daying towel from its hook, bemoans his lack of backfield depth and ton victory.
More than 15,000 drenched fans
weight. Meaniime, End Coach DeFranco is searching diligently for
pass catchers who can run more than ten yards without falling over saw Xavier again play a heavily
their own feet. Two ends, Dan Richter and the XU News sports favored foe on even terms the
editor, seem unable to get out of the way of their size 12 brogans. greater part of the game only to
After one look at the line candidates Tom Ballaban thought Greco- lose to the superior strength of
Roman wrestling would be a better sport for them to engage in, the opponent.
Previous to Janaszak's winning
especially the 220 pounders, George Jutze and Jerry Halloran. Fred
Newbill, who rather resembles 'a broomstick, has volunteered for sprint Dayton had been unable
the post of statistician, while Dan O'Donnell, who raises French to get inside Xavier's 35 yard
line. Out side of that o'ne dash,
poodles, has taken on the post of chief curser of officials.
Xavier
had been pushing the
• • • • •
Mr. Thomas Link, who serves as chief book dispenser ·and pencil Northerners all over the field
seller for Xavier University, has written a letter to this publication. except over the goal. The DayWe trust that all students will read this missile and, at the same ton line showed its true caliber,
,·time, recall the multitudinous misinterpretation of the Petrine texts, however, in the second period
when it held off the charge of
drawing an analogy between Messers. Link and Luther.
'
the Musketeers, for three downs
•
on its own one yard line.
We wonder how red the faces are of those who predicted a setup
In scaring the pants off the
schedule for this season. This column predicted a season that could upstate powerhouse, the Muskebe disastrous. W~ feel that, in view of the record, the success of the teers scored 14 first downs to
year depends on the outcome of the next two games. No upsets have nine for the visitors, gained 209
been scored by the Musketeers. As the season progresses each loyal total yards to 211 for Dayton, and
supporter looks on the team and its record subjectively, not object- outpassed the Flyers 89 to 9.
ively, which is true of every fan in the nation. ,Being objective for
It is interesting to note that
the moment we see that beating UC was the high spot, but the the weekend following the Xaluster has been dimmed by the failure of the Bearcats to win any vier game, Dayton stopped Mibut their pushover games.
ami, 9-0 victors over the Muske• • • • •
teers, for the Redskins' first
The band has finally discovered the art of spelling. For the first defeat in 18 games and their first
time in 1948 the entire audience was able, with only the briefest whitewashing in over five years.
hesitation, to appraise the outcome of its manuvers. However, the ;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
band still insists on playing dirges which, in the last two weeks,
RARE O'PPORlUNITY!
have been fitting accompaniment to the burial of Xavier's victory
STUDY ••• TRAVEL
IN
hopes.
• • • • •
A case of Black Gulch shoe polish goes to Little Two Shoes,
BARCELONA GROUP
alias Mr. Buttlewerth, for his amazing performance of last Saturday.
65 Days June 29, 1949
It seems that the young gentleman, while performing his acrobatic
MALAGA GROUP
stunts at halftime, could not decide which shoe belonged on wh~t
65 Days July 2, 1949
hoof. Added to this difficulty, the drum major's lofty pineapple*
SPONSORED BY
of success is being sliced in two by the .vivacious caperings of his
UNIVERSITY
of MADRID
little sister.
all
For Information Write
*To those who think this is a mistake in spelling: The above
Spanish Student Tours
:."
is a reference to a saying originated by Mrs. Malaprop.
500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y.

• •

• •

•

•
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Gem City Eleven
Continues Win
Streak Over X
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SPAIN

Sari ert Anklets
rate
.,,ear around with
mothers and daughters

XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER
JULIUS LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road
3 Blocks East of Campus

The Drug Store closest to

Xavier Unlvenlt1

The Abe Baumring
Pharmacy

.EVANSTON

ORCHESTRAS
TO FIT EVERY BUDGET
NO BAND TOO BIG -

NO BAND TOO SMALL

The Barney Rapp Agency
CALL RUTH RILEY

MA 0003-MA 0004

Raincoats

Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

pair

3 pairs I.IS

Whatever their- age, women and girls know
the wisdom of buying Sarfert anklets. They
are first quality cotton yarn, knitted by men
who know their business of making anklets that
look well, weer well, fit well. Toes. and heels
are reinforced. with nylon for extra durability.

Ribbers to wear straight or cuffed ••• white
and colors ••• sizes 6 to 11.
Classic: knit ankl~ts of soft luxurious mercerized
cotton ••• white and colors • • . sizes 6 to 11.
l'tla•ley'• Do•lery

1

Street Floor

"
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PAGE SIX
Horv~s

Your Musical Tolerance • ••

DOWN FRONT

Traffic, Freshmen Subitrban Tlie~ter Membership Open
On Council Agenda To Slioiv 'Henry V' In Choral Club
(Continued from Page 1)
At Special Rates
Enthusiastic response of Eve-

heads this court, asked the Rev.
Students and faculty members
Fr~nk T. Dietz, S.J., president of
,.
the Board of Sanction and Ap- of Xavier have been given a
Snobbishness is not a native American trait. That's why it seems peal to forcibly prosecute these special rate on the return showing
so odd that about ninety percent of all'"Americans are proudly and men.
of "Henry V" which begins Wedviciously snobbish about one thing, and that one thing is Music. Does
Last Monday Council became nesday, Nov. 17, at the Hyde Park
the figure sound high? If, so, then analyze your neighbors and active religiously. At the sug- Theatre, according to Jerome J.
friends. (Don't analyze yourself. It will be impossible to convince gestion of Fr. Dietz they decided Lamm of· United Artists Corporyourself that you're a snob.) We've all heard hundreds of times, to help promote the sale of Patna ation.
"those hepcats," or "listen to the long-hair," both said 'in the same mission cards and seals by postThe Shakespearean masterpiece
tone of voice, with the same expression of pity and self-satisfaction. ing signs. Cooperating with the starring Laurence Oliver will run
And even the hepcats and longhairs get together to bemoan the rosary crusade, the members of for four days, Wednesday, Thursmusical ignorance and provincialism of their less fortunate acquaint- Council will recite the rosary in day, Friday and Saturday, Nov.
ances who like Sigmund Romberg and Victor Herbert.
Bellarmine Chapel next Monday. 17-20, and Xavier ·men will be
At Council's last meeting Sen- admitted for the special price of
This middle musical class are probably the least snobbish, but
even they, on occasion, denounce the "barbarity" of the moderns ior Councilman D i c k Henkel $.60. Tickets will be handled on
or the "stuffiness" of the classics. You may well ask, "Why is this?" started lengthy discussion with a first come-first serve basis.
And I can only say, "I don't know." Maybe the psychologists do. It his proposal: Since S t u d en t
might be interesting to· ask one. But when you say, "Well, then, Council guarantees the financial
why talk about it? Can anything be done about it," I'll say "Yes, success of all social functions but
receives no renumeration for its
something certainly can be done about it."
This is not an article on appreciation, but rather on under- efforts, therefore be it resolved
The Heidelberg Club, at its last
standing. An.d understanding, in this case, does not mean the knowl- that complimentary tickets to all
edge of the difference between a sonata and a fugue or something social functions on campus be is- meeting, formulated plans for a
else in the music itself. It means a tolerance of the other fellow's sued to Student Council mem- dance in South Hall. The affair,
bers. The discussion centered to be held the first week in Detastes, and possibly a curiosity of why he likes what he does.
around the question of whether cember, will be limited to 125.
Let's enliven the discsssion, and also clarify it a little with a
all voting members or just the Tickets are to sell for $1.00.
few examples. 1\'lusic is nothing but a series of progressions, to state
elected members of Council be
The committee in charge of
the matter broadly-a little too broadly I fear. When you want to
issued tickets. It was finally de- arrangements include R i c h a r d
go up or down the ladder, the logical thing to do is to take one step
cided that all voting members be Davis, John McElwain, LeRoy
at a time. If your favorite band leader is Woody Herman you're not
given tickets.
Springman and Charles Feldhake.
going to like the· New York Philharmonic if you hear it just once
A German-singing Club will
Dick
Henkel,
reporting
for
the
.ftwithout any preparation. And similarly, if you and Brahms are
serve as added entertainment at
. bmldies you'll probably have a heart attack the first time you hear Athletic Board, announ,ced that
the affair.
Illinois Jacquet. That's like trying to climb the Empire State Build- there will be no pep rallys in
the
future
since
there
is
a
full
ing or jump out of an airplane. If you don't have an elevator or a
schedule of activity without them.
parachute, you're sunk.
Bob McGraw, chairman of the
It might work something like
Social Committee, reported that
this. Instead of the conventional a little of Kenton's old Artistry
the
Halloween Dance netted a
music appreciation angle of the in Rhythm. With all of this throw
profit of $158.
poor popular-music-lover trying in some of Glenn Miller's great
~o understand the classics, lets arrangements, and so on. It'll
have a little variation. Here's a work in an awful lot of cases if
fellow who likes classical music. it's done right. And the same
He just can't see this loud, blar- process will work in the other
ing, unmelodious stuff that the direction, with a large dose of
popular bands put out. What are Tchaikovsky early in the course.
we going to do with him, take
Now comes the big questi9n.
To the approximately 20 for-him to a concert of Jazz at the Why waste all this space trying
eign students on the Evanston
Philharmonic or P r o g r e s s i v e to get everybody to like every
Campus, the office of Mr. Frank
Jazz? Not if we wa.nt to win him type of music? Well, maybe it's
M. Inserni, A.M., instructor in
over to our side. First we might an awfully ambitious or idealistic
Spanish and Foreign Student
get him to listen to a few records. thing, but it all goes back to unAdviser, is a welcome haven
Maybe Gershwin's "American In derstanding. The more you unwhere they can get advice they
Paris" with just a daf:ih of Elling- derstand your neighbor the more
might need on the American uniton music might be appropriate you have in common, the better versity way of life.
·,
to begin the "softening up" pro- you get along. And have you ever
"Often," Mr. Inserni stated,
cess. Then play Gershwin's "Con- seen anybody get along together
"the new student when he first
certo in F", and some more of as well as people who like the
arrives feels somewhat out of
Ellington. After that try him on same kind of music?
place. We have solved this problem to some extent by rooming
the boys with American fellows.
We have found that this goes far
in getting the newcomer accustomed to his new mode of living."
Mr. Inserni s t a t e d that he is
available for counselling service
to faraway students at the following hours: 9:30-11 and 1:302: 30 Monday, Wednesday, Friday and from 10-12 Tuesday and
Thursday.

By ..4.l Moaer

Dance Is Planned
By Heidelberg Club

ning C o 11 e g e students to the
choral Club's membership drive
has stepped up activities planned
for the year.
The Rev. Victor Nieporte, S.J,
dean of the Evening College,
spoke to the group at their first
official meeting of the school
year, urging them to continue
their interest and work towards
a better club and a better Xavier.
Membership is still open; application may be made at any of
the weekly Thursday sessions.
H e a d i n g the entertainment
committee for the social held
following the meeting were Jayne
and Connie Holtel, Virginia Butz,
and Mary Alice Kohl.
Attention Students
Take advantage of
Our money saving offer
$5.00 Food Books for $Uli

Patsy Klein's
Restaurant
3472 Reading Road
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
Telephone AVon 9474

Prof ls Foreign
Stitdent Adviser;
Announces Hours

A /fJ/Jflrdine s/Jirt f/Jflf

Supper Club's Stafford and Lee
PEGGY, (PERRY), AND JO.-Here's a verbal and pictorial
salute to a great radio show, the Supper Club. This particular show,
in its present form, has been voted the:·."Top Fifteen Minutes in
Radio" twice in the last couple of years. As you probably know, the
show has a very attractive addition this year-Peggy Lee. She is
certainly one of the most successfully versatile girls in show business.
She not only sings songs well~ but she writes them just as good. A
few weeks ago when I was talking to the Wades down at the Terrace
Ice Rink, Betty Wade was saying that she and Bill worked with
Peggy Lee when they were skating at the New Yorker Hotel. At
that time Peggy was vocalist with Benny Goodman's band, and Betty
said she was really a swell girl. The old faithful twosome, Jo Stafford
and Perry Como are still on hand, and it seems like they keep
getting better ali the time. Or is that possible?

Debate Society
To Go On Tour

/Je/JfJves in t/Je Wfls/J!

The seven members of the
Poland Philopedian Debate So.;.
ciety will leave Saturday, Nov. 13,
on a short tour, according to Victor Dial, faculty moderator.
Those . leaving include Ray
Schlichte, society president, John
Vogel, Paul O'Brien, Malcolm
Saunier, Larry Kane, Herman
,Ruether, and William Hogan.
Although it had been originally planned to use the elimination s y s t e m for selecting the
members to go on this tour, Dial
and Schlichte picked these men
because time would not permit
the first plan.

ARROW GABANARO
Yes, men.....'..here's a soft, luxurious rayon
gabardine shirt that can be washed re·
peatedly without fear of shrinking or
stretching out of fit. Expertly tailored on
trim, well-fitting lines-they provide plenty
of action-free shoulder room. Several new
fall colors to choose from. Drop in and see
them today. $5.95

Club To Reorgani:ie
A re01·ganization meeting of the
Spanish Club will be held Tuesday evening, Nov. 16, at 8 p.m.
in Room 20. Mr. Frank Inserni
requested that Spanish majors
and minors in all four classes
attend.

- - - - - FOR

ARROW i~l~J.- - - - - -

'
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Soph Hop Date May
Be Changed, Class Says
Paul O'Brien, president of the
sophomore class, told the News
this week he is attempting to
change the date of the forthcoming Soph-Frosh Hop presently set
for Saturday, Feb. 26 to Friday,
Feb. 25.
O'Brien said it would enable
the two classes to secure a more
suitable place for the dance.
Jim Keefe, Bob McDevitt, and
Larry Kane are other sophomore
officers are assisting O'Brien.

Play To Benefit
St. X Gymn Fund
Set For Nov. 17
The Florence Moran Players
will present Victor Herbert's
"Sweethearts" in Taft Auditorium, Wednesday, Nov. 17, for the
benefit of the St. Xavier gymnasium fund.
The new gym, which will be
available to members of the
:j!:vening College, is considered
necessary for the physical growth
of these boys in proportion to
their spiritual and mental growth.
This is the same group that
performed Gilbert and Sullivan's
"Mikado" at the Zoo Opera Pa.villion last summer.
Tickets are now on sale at the
Taft, and the prices, including
~ax, are from $1.20 to $2.40.

RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
GREETING CARDS

• •

SONG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.

:
•
•
•

:
•
•
•
•
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Union House Only Edifice
Remaining Through Years
Campus Was A Golf
Course In Twenties
By Etl Bedi11gharia
Go back. Go back. Go way,
way, back, to the time the present
campus was part cow pasture and
part country club. The football
stadium was a swimming pool,
the baseball field a tennis court,
and the Victory Parkway was a
defeat fairway for many golfers.
The only remains of these bygone days is the southern colonial - edifice that now houses the
cafeteria and union house. Then,
the impressive red brick structure was the headquarters of the
Avondale Athletic Club. The
bowling alleys now in use were
used over fifty years ago by members of this same club.
As the city expanded from the
limits of downtown to the suburbs, the face of the Avondale
campus changed quite a bit.
Roads were built, land was
cleared. The swimming pool, tennis courts, and golf courses disappeared with \J1e construction of
houses. The terrain was changed
from ,. that of a country club to

CYO Anniversary Dance
To Be Held At Sinton
A "First Anniversary Dance"
is being sponsored by the Senior
C.Y.O. on Thanksgiving Ev~.
Nov. 24, from 9 to 1, at the Hotel
S i n t o n Ballroom. The dance,
which is _to be semi-formal, will
feature Charlie Kehrer's Orchestra.
Admission will be $3.00 per
couple. Xavier st"udents who are
planning to attend should contact sophomore Stan Herrlinger
at WA 1218 for tickets. Evening
College students can obtain tickets and information from Harry
Maly by calling WA 0505.

Tliirst for Refreshment
Relishes Ice-Cold Coke

Oxford Shirts

that of a well developed and well
planned suburb. Through it all
the Union House remained the
same with it's towering pillars
serving as witnesses to t h e
fancies of man's progress. -When the university moved
from downtown to the Avondale
campus, the center of all activity
both scholastic and social was the
present Union House. Walls that
had once beheld athletes now beheld scholar~ endeavoring to develop their minds as others had
deveioped their bodies. As the
university expanded, the role
played by the house gradually
declined, until the erection of a
new building· made it the grand
daddy of the campus, mellowed
with memories of yesterday and
smiling on the activities of today.

St~mps
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NEW
ENGLAND
HAT
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

118 East Sixth Street
5
Cincinnati, Ohio
5

019.e, The Coca.Cola C111111H111Y

• High-wide
button clown
• French cuffs
• French Front
Choice of
colors and
white

Beg. t:;.os

Everyone's talking about the
election. Presidential? No, the
Booster's Club election of officers.
All the candidates are eager to
start campaigning come Nov. 15.
Married: Jim Sfoiliano and Eileen Carrol. Best man at the wedding Oct. 30 was Frank Stallo ...
Engaged: Vin Hembrock and
Mary Menninger.
We doubt very much if the time
will come when all 13 members
of the Wednesday night Publicity class will be on time.
Taking t h e Monday night
bridge course: Anna Mae Woerman, Georgann Rinehardt, Marion
Giere and Raymond Glutz... Jim
Bireley was at the Notre DameIndiana football game Saturday.
It shouldn't happen to a dog:
An evening college student entered the Post's Gold Bowl Contest-and was one of the winners.
But there also happened to be
200 other winners. Oh, well, a
quarter's a quarter.
Dan Bondick can think of more
ways of getting to a dance by
9:00 p.m. when he is in class until 9:15. You'll have to let us
know which method.~orked, Dan
... Happy Birthday to Del Cappel
-even though we're a little late.
Del was very surprised at a party.
For anyone who was in school
last Tuesday night: That wasn't
a debate you heard going on in
the first floor lounge. It was a
good old fashioned argument between members of the News
staff. We won't say what .ft was
about.

--5--5
--5
--s
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IOTTLID UNDU AUJHOllTY OP THI! COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

collar

NITE SIDE
STUFF

Collect Tax

THE COCA.COLA BOTl'LING WORKS COMPANY

• High-wide
collar
• Round eyelet

EC Gossip

All students are urged to co..1lect sales ta:z: stamps and leave
them at the switchboard ID
mnkle Ball for the benefit of
the Univenity.

Jlslt. for ii eitlzer way ••• lotn
trade-marks mean tlze same lliinz.

all thcse
• With
new features

and t4.os

MAX'S CLOTHES, Inc.
"WHERE STY.LES BEGIN"

N. E. Corner 7th & Central

PLYMOUTH
WEATHER·READYI
,

'

I

Whatever the weather,
a smart Plymouth WeatherReady Coat ~rotects you!
For Plymouth gives you
tested ~eather protection
plus trim topcoat styling
that keeps you looking fit at
all times. Minute details of
1killed tailoring add extra
quality at no extra cost.

=
=
Men's Wear - First Floor
5 CONRAD l'OCH'l', Sr., 5=
=
5
Proprlttot'
i
=
5
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Class Of '24 To Sit
lu Special Seats
At Marshall Ga111e
Mr. Al M. Boex, president of
the Xavier class of '24, has announced that a special section of
Xavier stadium has been reserved
for the members of that class for
the Xavier-Marshall A 1 um n i
Homecoming g am e, Saturday,
Nov. 20.
Councilman Edw. N. Waldvogel,
Vice.:tMayor of Cincinnati, a member of this class, will head the
delegation to the game, and to
the Alms H o t e l for a supper
party afterwards. Any friend of
this class is invited to join the
party. For information, call Mr.
Anthony A. Hessling, treasurer
of the class.

Clef Club Reliem·sin.g
For Big Concei·t Season
The Clef Club met last Thursday evening with the first and
second tenor sections rehearsing.
Among numbers practiced were
"Sit Down Servant", "Dry Bones",
"Concordia Laetitia", and the
"Whiffenpoof Song." Other numbers scheduled for the near future include: Battle Hymn of
The Republic, Men of Xavier,
Xavier Chimes, and Alma Mater
Xavier.
The club's calendar of rehearsals includes general practice for
the entire group every Tuesday
and sectional rehearsal on Thursday. Last evening's gathering
found 34 members present, according to club librarian, Donald
Schmidt.
XU NEWS SUBSCRIPTIONS
Students, alumni and alumnae may now have the weekly
8 page XU NEWS sent to
their homes or offices for $1.50
per year.
Money orders or
checks may be sent to the Business Manager, XU NEWS,
Xavier University, Evanston,
Cincinnati, Qhlo.

RENT A TYPEWRITER

Student rate, 3 months $10

Freslunen Class Officers

Ullllllllll!!llll!llllll!lllllll!ll!ll!llllllll!llll!IHll!lllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllOl!!llllllll!lllllllll!lllllllllllllllllUll!lil!illlllllllllllllllllllllllillllill!ll!lllllliiilllnl

THE MUSIC BOX'
For Delicious Food and cocktails
in a charming, intimate and sophisticated atmosphere.
Music to relax you.
Cocktails
that satisfy till 1:00 A.M.
Saturday, 2:00 A.M.
FOIJNTAIN SQIJARE BO'J'E£
Robert Cordray, Mgr.

MA 4660
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Pictured above, left to right, are John Cacle, the new secretary
of the freshman class, 'l'homas Tully, 1>resident~ and John Stechschulte, treasurer. Al Waclclell, vice-presiclcnt, was not present
when the picture was taken.
The officers have callecl a class meeting to air differences next .
Wednesday.
-Photo by Schlanser

To Make An 'A,' Make A Date
At Bowling Green, (0.) State
university, Sociologist S. Harman Lowrie found through a
questionaiire that srt;udents who
have frequent dates make better
grades.
Lowrie, after questioning 3,000

students, found that a combination of frequent dates and 'high
grades results more often among
women than among men ·and
more frequently among freshmen
than among upperclassmen.

Too l1nportant To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480

"CHESTERFIELD is
building another big,
new fadory for us
smokers who like the
MILDER cigarette •••
It's MI cigarette.11

STAR OF CllESTllRl'll!LD'S

·'

ARTHUR GODFREY TIME

All makes NEW l'ORTABl.ES Royal,
Un1lerwootl, Corona, Retnhutton n1ul reconditioned STANDARD nutehineH for
sale. .Price ·~II.GO up, DUDGt:'J.' s11le

terms, $1.50 per week.

PETER PAUL SERVICE

808 Main Street

PA 0865

"I wish I could take you in mg Navion
SATURDAY EVENING

JIMMY

WILBER
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY EVENING

CLYDE

TRASK

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
, Reservations CH 3086 · /

plarie over the big, new· factory Chesterfield
is building at Durham, N. C. It's a honey. It
will help supply the ever-increasing demand
for the MILDER cigarette."

